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Assignments

IA09 UI Design: Due Today
–Critique/analyze 4 artifacts: UMD CS webpage, a webpage of 

your choosing, a mobile app of your choosing, and 
something from the real-world

TA06 Interactive Prototype II: Due 5/5
– Finish implementing all tasks
–Refine old ones.

TA07 Interactive Prototype III: Due 5/12
–Polish/iterate on tasks and UI
–Prepare video to show during final exam slot on 5/12

Use the Calendar feature in Canvas to see all upcoming assignments and deadlines



IA08 Response Rate: 36/48







How are icons used in IxD? What function do they serve?



Icon Uses and Purposes in IxD

Minimize text

Used as interactive widgets

More accessible (low literacy, cross language)

Branding

Reinforcement of communication

You don’t have to think as much

Icon is worth a thousand words

Filled in during class time
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Primary Icon Uses
Five main uses of icons in IxD

App Icon
The icon used to represent 
the app. Used in app 
launchers and task switchers.

Interactive Widget Icon
Icons used in buttons, menu 
bars, etc. to represent 
actions. Often accompanied 
by text.

Branding Icon
Logo for company 
embedded in app to 
reinforce branding. Can be 
interactive (e.g., used to 
return to frontpage).

Icon as Information
Used to convey some 
information—common in 
data vis and GIS applications 
(e.g., a Lyft car location).

Aesthetics Icon
Non-interactive but used for 
aesthetics purposes and/or to 
reinforce written communication. 

Again, icons improve aesthetics of UI but 
also reinforce communication and help 
bring greater attention to the content.



In addition to conveying brand personality through 

color and style, icons must first and foremost 

communicate meaning in a graphical user interface. 

Icons are, by definition, a visual representation of 

an object, action, or idea.

Nielsen Norman Group
Icon Usability, 2014

Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/icon-usability/



Icon Benefits

Icons make good interactive targets.

Icons allow compact sets of controls

Icons are fast to recognize

Icons can be language independent (though culture must 

be taken into account)

Icons can help make a UI visually pleasing

The Nielsen-Norman Group enumerates a number of benefits of well-designed icons

Based on: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/icon-usability/



Icon Design Principles

Easily understandable

Simple

Unique

Attractive

Size invariant (interpretable across sizes/resolutions)

Internally consistent (with other icons in app)

Externally consistent (with other icons in OS)

All icons should be designed using 

Based on: https://medium.com/@tubikstudio/iconic-simplicity-the-vital-role-of-icons-f54d1c84b249#.jnqz62qqp



A user’s understanding of an icon is [largely] based 

on previous experience. Due to the absence of a 

standard usage for most icons, text labels are 

necessary to communicate the meaning and 

reduce ambiguity.

Nielsen Norman Group
Icon Usability

Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/icon-usability/





What does this icon mean? 
What will happen if you click it?



What does this icon mean? 
What will happen if you click it?

Why does ‘start exploring’ have 
a person icon next to it?



In a small study with 5 users (3 parents, 2 
students), no one noticed or click on this 
clock icon, which is supposed to represent 
‘recently viewed pages.’



In the current Bucknell page, the icons 
and text have been updated and each icon 
now has text labels.



Looking at Icons



Non-interactive Icons in the Physical World















Icons for IxD in the Physical World















Icons for IxD in Software















Differences Between Win7 & OS X Mavericks Icons

Apple OS X Mavericks Windows 7



Toolbar Icons











MS Office Ribbon
A plethora of icons mostly grayscale but with some oranges and blues (complimentary colors)



MS Office Ribbon Resizing Behavior
Text labels are removed, icons are slightly repositioned, and panels become drop-down menus
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Firefox

Internet 
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Icon Consistency



All icons in your app should look like they belong to 

the same family in terms of perceived size, level of 

detail, and visual weight.

Icon and Image Design
iOS Human Interface Guidelines

Source: https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/MobileHIG/BarIcons.html#//apple_ref/doc/uid/TP40006556-CH21-SW1



Consistent Icons: iOS Toolbar Icons
Notice the similarities in size, detail, and weight, which produces a unified look-and-feel

Source: https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/MobileHIG/BarIcons.html#//apple_ref/doc/uid/TP40006556-CH21-SW1



Inconsistent Icons: Windows XP



Icon Consistency Example: Media Player
A consistent look-and-feel across the application 

Source: https://www.behance.net/gallery/31142295/Multimedia-Icons-Presentation



Icon Consistency Example: Social App
A consistent look-and-feel across the application 

Source: https://www.behance.net/gallery/31704987/Valentines-Day-Icons-Set



Rasterized vs. Vector Graphic Icons







Raster vs. Vector Icons

Raster images like pngs, jpgs, bmps, & gifs 

are built from grids of pixels. Each pixel 

contains a unit of color data. The more you 

zoom, the more visible those pixels are.

Vector files contain data that describes 

where points, lines, and other shapes exist. A 

program loads this file and then interprets & 

renders the content. It’s infinitely scalable.

Modern UIs support vector icons so this is strongly preferred.



Developing Icons for OS Platforms



Each OS Requires Multiple Icon Sizes
This problem is now simpler with vector-based icons; however, you may still need to tweak 

the lower-end sizes for legibility

Source: https://github.com/bjango/Bjango-Templates/blob/master/Help/Icon%20Sizes.md



Apple iOS Icon Sizes
iOS uses 11 different icon sizes 

Source: https://github.com/bjango/Bjango-Templates/blob/master/Help/Icon%20Sizes.md



Google Fit Icons
All icons designed to be legible at 18x18 px, which required “mercilessly reducing shapes 

to their most basic form”

Source: http://alexlikesdesign.com/google-fit-ui-iconography/



MS Windows Icon Scaling
At the size of 16x16 pixels, icons should be rendered straight-on (front-facing)

Source: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dn742488(v=vs.85).aspx



iOS App Icon Tips

Use universal imagery that is easily recognizable. For example, the 

mail app icon uses an envelope, not a mailbox, mail carrier ’s bag, or post 

office symbol.

Keep it simple. Find a single element that expresses your app and 

express that element with simple, unique shapes. Add details cautiously.

Stay abstract. It rarely works well to use a photo or screenshot image as 

an icon because photographic details don’t scale at small sizes. Plus, your 

selected abstraction places a unique focus on aspects you want to 

emphasize.

Create & test different sizes. iOS runs on a variety of devices with 

different DPIs, resolutions, and sizes

Enlist the help of a professional graphic designer. An experienced 

graphic designer can help develop an overall visual style for your app and 

apply that style to created icons.

Source: https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/MobileHIG/AppIcons.html#//apple_ref/doc/uid/TP40006556-CH19-SW1





Using Standard Platform Icons



iOS defines lots of standard small icons, such as 

Refresh, Action, Add, and Favorites. As much as 

possible, you should use these icons to represent 

standard tasks in your app

Icon and Image Design
iOS Human Interface Guidelines

Source: https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/MobileHIG/BarIcons.html#//apple_ref/doc/uid/TP40006556-CH21-SW1



Platform Icons Example: iOS
Standard icons on iOS

Source: https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/MobileHIG/Bars.html#//apple_ref/doc/uid/TP40006556-CH12-SW33



Platform Icons Example: Windows

Error icon. The UI is presenting an error or problem.

Warning icon. The UI is presenting a condition that 

might cause a problem in the future

Information icon. The UI is presenting useful info

Question mark. The UI indicates a help entry point 

MS Windows has four standard icons for pop-up dialog boxes. This helps the user 

interpret the presented textual content and, perhaps, pay more attention.

Source: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dn742488(v=vs.85).aspx



Critical Errors and Warnings

Potential loss of one or more of the following:
• A valuable asset such as data loss

• System access or integrity

• Privacy or control of confidential information

• User’s time (> 30 secs)

Something unexpected has occurred

Action requires immediate error handling

Action is irreversible

MS Windows describes when and how to use critical errors and warnings icons

Source: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dn742488(v=vs.85).aspx



Warning Icon Examples

Source: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dn742488(v=vs.85).aspx

Which is the correct icon usage?



Warning Icon Examples

Source: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dn742488(v=vs.85).aspx

A critical warning alerts users of potential irreversible 
data loss. The above is a good example of a critical 
warning because it meets the previously defined 
characteristics.

This is a poor example of using a critical icon. What’s 
critical here? This is only going to cause increased anxiety.

Correct Incorrect



Platform Icon Guides

Windows Vista Icon Guide: interesting to read to compare how much has changed. 
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dn742485(v=vs.85).aspx

Windows Standard Icons: covers errors, warnings, info, and question mark icon usage
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dn742488(v=vs.85).aspx

Google Material Design Icons: icon guidelines for Android/Google apps
https://www.google.com/design/spec/style/icons.html

iOS Icon Guide: discusses Apple iOS icon design principles and guidelines
https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/MobileHIG/AppIcons.html#//apple_ref/doc/uid/TP40006556-CH19-SW1

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dn742485(v=vs.85).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dn742488(v=vs.85).aspx
https://www.google.com/design/spec/style/icons.html
https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/MobileHIG/AppIcons.html#//apple_ref/doc/uid/TP40006556-CH19-SW1


Designing Icons



In-Class Activity

Sketch out three ideas for a task-switcher 

icon that, when pressed, opens the OS’s 

task switcher application.

Think of two ways to evaluate the 

understandability and perceived aesthetics 

of your icons.

How would you go about designing and evaluating new icons?



Designing Icons for HydroSense
An example from my dissertation.

Source: Froehlich, Sensing & Feedback of Everyday Activities to Promote Environmental Behaviors, UW PhD Dissertation 2011





water sensing



water feedback



10,230

gallons





10,230

gallons
Outdoor
3,212 gals

Toilets
1,872 gals

Laundry
1,524 gals

Showers
1176 gals

Faucets
1105 gals

Dishwasher
102 gals

Other
1248 gals



[Teague Labs, Arduino Water Meter, http://labs.teague.com/?p=722]
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toilet
78.4 gallons

bath
6.5 gallons

bathroom sink 2
0.8 gallons

shower
62.4 gallons

shower
52.4 gallons

bath
6.5 gallons

bathroom sink 1
3.2 gallons

bathroom sink 1
4.2 gallons

bathroom sink 2
2.4 gallons

indirect sensing

[HydroSense, UbiComp 2009]



HydroSense attempts to infer 

fixture-level usage for the entire 

home from a single point.

[HydroSense, UbiComp 2009]



Began With Lots of Paper Sketches
Trying to decide if side profile or facing profile is more recognizable

Source: Froehlich, Sensing & Feedback of Everyday Activities to Promote Environmental Behaviors, UW PhD Dissertation 2011
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Source: Froehlich, Sensing & Feedback of Everyday Activities to Promote Environmental Behaviors, UW PhD Dissertation 2011

Now select your 
favorite row 
(i.e., icon set)



Source: Froehlich, Sensing & Feedback of Everyday Activities to Promote Environmental Behaviors, UW PhD Dissertation 2011
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1 3 1 4 1 0 3 0 3
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Final Icon Set
Based on the results of our study, we developed a final icon set that combined top 

elements into one unified design













1 gallon

5 gallons 5 gallons

50 gallons 50 gallons

500 gallons 500 gallons

5,000 gallons

10,000 gallons

5,000 gallons

10,000 gallons

5 gallons

50 gallons

500 gallons

1 gallon1 gallon

5,000 gallons



MS Windows Icon Design Process

1. Hire an experienced designer, particularly 
one versed in vector graphics. 

2. Apply iterative design process from initial 
concept sketches to higher-fi 
representations to finished product.

3. Solicit feedback on concepts. Try scaling to 
different sizes.

4. Look at icon set together to evaluate 
resemblance, balance and distinction.

Use iterative design with rapid sketching moving towards higher-fi representations

Source: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dn742485(v=vs.85).aspx



Icon Usability Testing



Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/icon-testing/

Four Quality Criteria for Icons

Findability: Can people find the icon on the page?

Recognition: Do people understand what the icon represents?

Information scent: Can users correctly guess what will happen 

once they interact with the icon?

Attractiveness: Is the icon aesthetically pleasing?

What makes an icon usable?



Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/icon-testing/

Four Quality Criteria for Icons

Findability: Can people find the icon on the page?

Recognition: Do people understand what the icon represents?

Information scent: Can users correctly guess what will happen 

once they interact with the icon?

Attractiveness: Is the icon aesthetically pleasing?

What makes an icon usable?

All of these issues will be critical for the success of the final design, but must 
be considered separately to determine how to improve an icon.



Two Types of Evaluations

In-Context

Icon is shown to the user in the 

context of the actual interface. These 

methods, include:

• Findability methods

• Standard usability testing

Out-of-Context

Icon is shown to the user in isolation 

or out of the context of the actual UI. 

These methods, include:

• Recognition methods

• Information-scent methods

• Attractiveness methods

There are many techniques for evaluating icon designs, choose one depending on your goals & stage in the design process.

Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/icon-testing/



Out-Of-Context: Recognition Methods

Icons are shown in isolation, without text labels or other 
interface elements.

Users presented with an icon must guess what that icon 
symbolizes (e.g., it’s a paint brush, it’s an eraser). Note: this is 
not about what the icon means, just what the drawing is.

Look for common phrases and terms that user’s utter to gain 
insight into interpretations

If users’ guesses don’t match the designed intention, iterate on 
the icon or ditch it all together and start over.

The purpose of this test is to make sure that icons are recognizable

Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/icon-testing/



Out-Of-Context: Information-Scent Methods

While the recognition method tests to see if users can properly 
identify your icon, the information-scent method investigates 
whether users can properly infer what functionality the icon 
indicates.

Rather than asking (or in addition to) what the icon represents, 
ask what they would expect to happen if they selected the icon.

Unlike the recognition tests, you should provide some minimal 
contextual information about the type of system where the icon 
will appear.

The purpose of this test is to make sure that icons are understandable

Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/icon-testing/



Out-Of-Context: Attractiveness Methods

Icons should also be tested for attractiveness, both 

individually and as part of an icon family. 

Recall, one common reasons to use icons in the first place is 

to add visual appeal to a design, but not all icons are 

equally good-looking.

The purpose of this test is to evaluate the aesthetics of the icons

Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/icon-testing/



Out-Of-Context: Attractiveness Methods

1. The simplest attractiveness test is to ask people to score each 
icon on a 1–7 scale.

2. If you have alternative designs of the same icon, you can also 
ask people to pick the most attractive from each set of 
alternatives and explain why they like or dislike particular images.

3. Finally, you can show people an entire icon family and ask 
them to pick out the one they like the best and the least. This last 
test can help you avoid the common problem where most of 
your icons are fine, but there are one or two less attractive ones 
that require a do-over to better match the aesthetic of the full 
design.

Three tests

Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/icon-testing/

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/satisfaction-vs-performance-metrics/


In-Context: Findability Methods

In-context testing can help you determine:

• if multiple icons appear too similar

• If the icon is hidden

The purpose of this test is to gauge how well users can find icons in your interface

Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/icon-testing/



In-Context: Findability Methods

Time-to-locate tests are the best measurement of whether 

or not users can easily find an icon (or some other interface 

element) among the crowd of the full design.

In these tests, participants must click or tape the UI element 

to achieve a given task. 

Measure how long it takes people to successfully select the 

correct icon, as well as the rate of first-click selections.

The purpose of this test is to gauge how well users can find icons in your interface

Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/icon-testing/



In-Context: Standard Usability Testing

While this should not be your primary option, standard 

usability testing can also uncover problems with icons.

However, given the swath of factors involved in usability 

testing, it may be difficult to pinpoint problems due to 

icons. For example, is it the case that people cannot 

recognize the icon, cannot understand what its meaning is, 

or maybe they simply cannot find it?

When running a standard usability test, you may also discover problems with icons

Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/icon-testing/



Mistakes in Icon Design



Mistakes in Icon Design: Too Similar
Icons look too similar, especially at small sizes.

Source: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dn742488(v=vs.85).aspx

The old icons from the utilities section in Mac OS X have 
a nice consistency but look too similar on a small screen. 



Mistakes in Icon Design: Too Cluttered
Icons have too many elements/garnishes. Keep things simple!

Source: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dn742488(v=vs.85).aspx

With the high-resolution icon rendering support in Windows Vista (new at 
the time), designers went overboard in making bloated, multi-faceted icons. 

Again, this problem is exacerbated by small icon sizes.



Mistakes in Icon Design: Unnecessary Elements
Related to the previous mistake, icons should have very few elements and certainly 

nothing superfluous.

Source: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dn742488(v=vs.85).aspx

What’s wrong in this example?



Mistakes in Icon Design: Unnecessary Elements
Related to the previous mistake, icons should have very few elements and certainly 

nothing superfluous.

Source: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dn742488(v=vs.85).aspx

What’s wrong in this example?

What are all of those tick marks? And why 
are they in eye-catching red? They are 

absolutely superfluous.



Mistakes in Icon Design: Unnecessary Elements
Related to the previous mistake, icons should have very few elements and certainly 

nothing superfluous.

Source: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dn742488(v=vs.85).aspx

What’s wrong with the above?



Mistakes in Icon Design: Unnecessary Elements
Related to the previous mistake, icons should have very few elements and certainly 

nothing superfluous.

Source: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dn742488(v=vs.85).aspx

If this application (or the toolbar tab) deals only with databases, then we can 
remove the database icon. It’s superfluous.



Mistakes in Icon Design: No Unified Feel
The WinXP icons feel like they were individually designed by different designers. There are 

differences in size, perspective, color palette, 3D vs. 2D, etc.

Source: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dn742488(v=vs.85).aspx



Designing icons is (really) hard. Use icon repositories 

with professionally designed icon sets. This should 

cover 90%+ of cases. 



Google Material Icons
Material design icons are simple, modern, friendly, and sometimes quirky. Each icon is 

designed for readability/clarity at large and small sizes.

Source: http://google.github.io/material-design-icons/

http://google.github.io/material-design-icons/


The Noun Project
Huge icon library with open source, creative commons, and per use licenses

Source: https://thenounproject.com

https://thenounproject.com/




Font Awesome
628 icons fully open sourced and GPL friendly

Source: https://fortawesome.github.io/Font-Awesome



Useful Icon Links

Google Material Icons: vast open-sourced library of professionally designed icons. 
https://design.google.com/icons/

The Noun Project: one of the best icon repositories on the net & only getting better!
https://thenounproject.com

Font Awesome: a popular icon set (though maybe now a bit dated)
https://fortawesome.github.io/Font-Awesome/

Bjango App Icon Templates: huge resource of icon templates across platforms
https://github.com/bjango/Bjango-Templates

Bjango: My Icon Design Workflow: walks you through making custom icon in ai/psd
https://bjango.com/articles/icondesignworkflow/

How to Create Effective ICons: walks you through icon creation
http://www.awwwards.com/how-to-create-effective-icons.html

Icon8 Magazine: news, blog posts, analysis, and usability tips for icons
https://icons8.com/blog/

https://design.google.com/icons/
https://thenounproject.com/
https://fortawesome.github.io/Font-Awesome/
https://github.com/bjango/Bjango-Templates
https://bjango.com/articles/icondesignworkflow/
http://www.awwwards.com/how-to-create-effective-icons.html
https://icons8.com/blog/


In-Class Check-in

I’ll walk around and discuss questions for 

IA09, TA06, and TA07



Dark Palette



Light Palette



Light Palette



Light Palette


